
Boating and Landing Procedures

Some crews may be concerned about boating from steps at York City Events. Our steps are
a little different to what you may be used to. This document is aimed to help familiarise
yourselves with the process. Marshals will be available on event days to help and guide.

With Backstays

Boats should be put on the water with bows facing upriver and into the stream (i.e. bowball

to the left when facing the river). The stroke-side oar is put into the ‘bank-side’ oarlock first,

as a means to lightly anchor the boat onto the step, with the handle and collar pointing

downstream.

The bow-side oar can then be put into the open ‘river-side’ oarlock and laid diagonally across

the sax board (top edge of boat), handle resting on the step.

Getting into any boat requires good balance. Footwear should be removed and - standing

adjacent the seat and facing the stern – push the seat to the ‘bow end’ of the runners. The

left foot is then placed on the reinforced platform between the runners at front stops.

Simultaneously bending to hold onto the riggers, (pulling up slightly on the left one and

pressing down lightly on the right), step into the boat and settle onto the seat. The

bodyweight should be kept over the stroke-side rigger and step at this point for additional

security.

The bow-side oarlock should immediately be fastened and the spoon pushed out onto the

water for stability.

Setting off from the bank may then be effected by shifting the bodyweight lightly to bow-side

and bringing the stroke-side oar handle to the front of the body, pushing away from the side
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with the spoon in the process. The rower in front of you may need to pass your blade handle

back to you.

Adjustments to foot stretchers should be made on the water once the crew has fully pushed

off from the steps and cleared the launching area.

Without Backstays

If a 1x sculling boat does not have backstays, i.e. not a traditional three-stay rigger, then the same

procedure is followed as above, EXCEPT for the fact that the stroke side gate is reversed (turned

TOWARDS the river) and the scull fixed in the reversed position.

When pushing away from the steps it is important to remember that your stroke side scull needs to

come from your right hand side and be pushed past your body.

Coaches can prepare their crews for the competition by practising boating from, and
landing at, “steps”.  At York boats will be placed in the water with the bows pointing to
the left when you are facing the water, so if possible practise this way round.

● Mark off a 28 cm wide strip from the edge of your landing stage, you could
use kit bags or lengths of timber to do this.  

● The boat should be placed in the water with the riggers and the blades
contained within this 28 cm wide strip.

● Blades to be placed in the gates with the handles towards the stern;
● 1x without back stays should have the handle towards the bow;
● When ready to push off, rowers should take hold of the blade handle next to

them, lean away from the steps, and use the blade to lever the boat away
from the “step” and pass the blade handle behind them.

● 1x should lean away from the steps, and use the blade to lever the boat
away from the steps and bring the blade handle in front of them.

Landing is the reverse of this process.

Marshals will be available to help and to catch blades on landing if needed.
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